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Question 18
Showcard K

A The European Cornmunity continuing to use part of your taxes to help
poorer areas in any country of the European Community (including
this one).

B The European Cornmunity using part of your taxes to help
countries of Eastern Europe.

C The European Community continuing to use part of your taxes to help
poorer countries outside Europe.

D The European Community continuing to use part of your taxes to
subsidize a common agricultural policy for all countries in the
European Community.

Showcard M

E Allowing citizens of any country in the European Community to
        work in any other country of the European Community.
F Putting diplomas ,ind professional qualifications on the same
        footing in all coun--,ries in the European Community (including
        this one).
G Pooling all means of scientific research in all countries in the
                C
        European Comminity (including this one).        CD

0

H Having equal social benefits in all countries (including this one) for
sickness, insurance and family allowances.
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4t
Showcard K

A Removing all border controls between countries in the
European Commuiity.

B Having the same sentences in all countries in the European
Community for the same crimes, including terrorists and drug
traffickers.

C Having an Independent European Criminal Police Force for the
European Community.

D Having a common foreign policy for all countries in the
European Community (including this one).

Question 18
Showcard M

E Removing all cust,Drn duties, so that it is easier for countries in the
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European Corimunity (including this one) to sell to and buy from each
other.

F Having equal levels of VAT in all countries in the European
Community (including this one).

G Having a common currency in all countries of the European
Community (incluJing this one).

H Making the European Community stronger in order to compete
economically with the USA and the countries of the Far East.
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